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Indikator for grundvandsindvinding

• Mål med indikator
– Sikre vand til fremtidig forbrug
– Sikre vand til miljøet (EGWR), herunder vandløb

og grundvandskvalitet

6/6 2018, slide 2

GWR: Grundvandsdannelse
GWU: Indvinding
EGWR: Environmental groundwater requirements

Gejl, et al. 2018, Integrating groundwater stress in life-
cycle assessments – An evaluation of water abstraction
https://authors.elsevier.com/a/1X6Mn14Z6tX41h
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WU

EGWR

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =
(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 −𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊 − 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 −𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊 − 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With water crucial for humans, their health and nature, the effective utilization of the water ressource is increasing awareness.Most indicators are developed for surface water, and few have been adapeted to groundwater. Most of these indicators are based on three components: GWR, GWU and EGWRSubstantial efforts have been given to include and groundwater for environment. This is important steps towards securing ecosystem services and other services taken for granted. And for now it is set to 70% of the groundwater recharge in Denmark and the water utilities regard it as a joker and decoupled from actual requirmetns. This quantification of environmetnal groundwater requirements lacks further development to indicate sustainable groundwater abstraction, and to actually be relevant for the water utilities to analyse their water abstraction. 

https://authors.elsevier.com/a/1X6Mn14Z6tX41h


Formål

Forbedre evalueringen af grundvandsindvinding, 
baseret på sammenhængen mellem indvinding 
og ændret vandkvalitet. 

6/6 2018, slide 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forbedre evalueringen af grundvandsindvinding ved at forbedre forståelsen af påvirkningen fra indvinding på grundvandsressourcen, baseret på sammenhængen mellem indvinding og ændret vandkvalitet. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When working with this new indicator, we realised that it doesn’t actually say soo much about how sustainable the abstraction is. The indicator is showing how much water is left for abstraction compared to an average of for example Zealand, hence it can be that an area it 20 times more stressed than Zealand in general, but that it does not compromise water for future needs, nor water for ecosystems. And vice versa, you can have an area, where there is more water left per area than on Zealand in general, however in this area, there is a declining water, changing water quality or dried out streams. Hence we wanted to see if we could make the indicator more relevant by incorporating impacts from groundwater abstraction instead of just an average.Hence we started to look into imapcts from gruondwater abstraction, and as you remember from earlier, there can be many different impacts, however in Denamrk, one of the first indications of groundwater abstraction is a changing groundwater quality. There are also impacts on strem flow in Denmark, but there are already a lot of efforts and teams working on this, so we wanted to contribute with impacts relating specific to the groundwater ressource.On the first figure is a simplfiedf groundwater system, representing one confined aquifer, with an unpermeable layer, called aquitard. Because of the confining layer, there can be a pressure in the aquifer, that is higher than the confining layer, which is represented by this line, also called head_deep for the deep aquifer. Then there is an unsaturated zone with another pressure, respresented by this line calles head_upper. Besides that an aquitard is a medium that water moves slow through, it is the difference in head that determines the flow of the water, which is represented by this arrow. The groudnwater quality can change downwards in the system and is affected by a number of parameters, many of them local, but also the groudnwater abstraction. When you start abstraction water, you can lower the head in the deep aquifer, and to a less degree the head in the upper aquifer, and thereby you increase the head difference, which results in changed flow and poosibly a water flow with a different chemical composition. This can then again change a number of chemical reactions, that lead to changed groundwater quality.The aim for us, was not to understand the chemical reactions at a given location, but rather to see if there were some overall trends and a parameter, that we could use to indicate an impact on groundwater caused by abstraction.Hence we analysed long timeseries of groundwater quality for 28 well fields. And here is one exapmle. In the groudnwater system, it is a number of parameters that decide the groundwater quality, and it hydrogelogical 



Kildepladser der forsyner København

• HOFOR har 49 regionale kildepladser
• Vi udvalgte 28 ud fra følgende kriterier:

– Kontinuerte data
– Lange tidsserier
– Vurdering af hvorvidt fysiske ændringer på 

kildepladser er overvejende årsag til ændring i 
vandkvalitet  

– Data der er kildepladsspecifikke (og ikke 
vandværksspecifikke)

6/6 2018, slide 5



Vandkvalitet på Hørup kildeplads
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hørup well field.The black line is the drawdown, which is the decrease in head, and the blue bars are the groundwater abstraction. As you can see the head meassures starts in the early 1940’s and around mid 1950 the drawdown starts, without you can see why. This is because at this time, the water utilities did not collect data on well field level, eventhough the abstraction started there. As you can see the water abstraction was high until the 1990’s, from where it gerally decreased. This is due to a number of reasons, first of all there have been many awareness campaigns, there was obligatory water meterings for consumers and incentives to lower utility water loss.Evt. fjern grå, lyserød og grøn!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In green, we have calcium, in red sulphate, blue chloride and in pink sodium.When we then look at the development in water quality parameters, we expect that the water quality was stable before abstarction, and as you can see that some parameters increase more after abstraction than others. This is an general picture, that sulfate responds mostly to abstraction, which we have tried to show in this figure



Udvikling i sulfat, indvinding og 
vandspejl for 28 kildepladser
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we look at sulfate concentrations for all 28 well fields, we get this figure, in the lower part the bars represents abstraction and the blue line represents average drawdown. The colors represents the different well fields and wihtout it being very clear I think that you can see that there was a period with a relatively large drawdown, that then showed in the sulfate concentration after some time. As utilities and regulators became aware that they could not continue to increase water abstraction and they made the initiatives, that resulted in lower water abstraction from the mid 80’s and simoultaneously decrease in drawdown (or increase in head) and a tabilizing (and maybe a slight decrease) in sulfate concentrations.So overall this figure indicates that the groundwater abstraction is sustainable at the 28 well fields in terms of the groundwater quality parameters that we investigated.The new thing here, is that we found a correlation between drawdown and changed water quality, and that lead to the thought, can we determine a groundwater abstraction that should not lead to changed groundwater quality over time? And that lead to the third result



Sammenhænge mellem forskellige, 
udvalgte parametre
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Konklusion

1. Der er en sammenhæng mellem vandspejlet 
og ændringen I vandkvalitet for nogle 
parametre

2. Der er vigtig viden om bæredygtig indvinding 
i udviklingen af vandkvalitet

10-12-2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ad. 3: If absolute changes are required, further calibration is needed



Tak

En særlig tak til:
Kristian Bitsch, HOFOR, for 
talrige diskussioner og hjælp til 
modellering
Bo Vægter, Århus Vand og Troels 
Kærgaard Bjerre, VCS.



Sulfat koncentration som funktion af 
afsænkning
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